
ELABORATION TOLERANCEJohn McCarthyComputer Science DepartmentStanford UniversityStanford, CA 94305jmc@cs.stanford.eduhttp://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/1997 Dec 14, 6:10 p.m.AbstractA formalism is elaboration tolerant to the extent that it is conve-nient to modify a set of facts expressed in the formalism to take intoaccount new phenomena or changed circumstances. Representationsof information in natural language have good elaboration tolerancewhen used with human background knowledge. Human-level AI willrequire representations with much more elaboration tolerance thanthose used by present AI programs, because human-level AI needs tobe able to take new phenomena into account.The simplest kind of elaboration is the addition of new formu-las. Next comes changing the values of parameters. Adding newarguments to functions and predicates represents more of a change.However, elaborations not expressible as additions to the object lan-guage representation may be treatable as an addition at a meta-levelexpression of the facts.Elaboration tolerance requires nonmonotonic reasoning, althoughnonmonotonic reasoning is not the focus of this article. Representingcontexts as objects in a logical formalism that can express relationsamong contexts should also help.We use the missionaries and cannibals problem and about 20 vari-ants as our Drosophila in studying elaboration tolerance in logical AI.1



The present version has only some parts of a situation calculusformalization. However, the English language elaborations listed areenough to serve as a challenge to logical AI formalisms claiming elab-oration tolerance.1 IntroductionIn several papers, e.g. [McC88] and [McC89], I discussed the common senseinformatic situation and contrasted it with the information situation withina formal scienti�c theory. In the latter, it is already decided what phenomenato take into account. In the former, any information possessed by the agentis available and potentially relevant to achieving its goals. Elaborationtolerance seems to be the key property of any formalism that can representinformation in the common sense informatic situation.Elaboration tolerance1 is the ability to accept changes to a person's or acomputer program's representation of facts about a subject without havingto start all over. Often the addition of a few sentences describing the changesu�ces for humans and should su�ce for computer programs.Humans have considerable elaboration tolerance, and computers need itto reach human-level AI. In this article we study elaboration tolerance interms of logical AI. However, researchers pursuing other AI methodologieswill also have to face the problem of elaboration tolerance; maybe they justhaven't noticed it yet. The relation tobelief revision will be discussed brieyin section 8.Humans represent information about the world in natural language anduse background knowledge not ordinarily expressed in natural language. 2The combination of linguistic and non-linguistic knowledge is what givesus humans our elaboration tolerance. Unfortunately, psychological researchhasn't yet led to enough understanding of the background knowledge, so itis hard to study elaboration tolerance in humans. However, it is easy to giveplenty of examples of human elaboration tolerance, e.g. those in this article.1The concept was �rst mentioned in [McC88].2The non-linguistic background knowledge has been emphasized in connection withphysical skills by Hubert Dreyfus and others [Dre92], but there is important non-linguisticknowledge also when the skill is purely symbolic. Even though a mathematician or a stockbroker operates in a purely symbolic domain, he still cannot verbalize his full set of skills.2



The Drosophila3 of this article is the missionaries and cannibals problem(MCP).After describing the original MCP, we give a large number of elaborations.Humans tolerate these elaborations in the sense that we can use the sentencesexpressing one of the elaborations to get a modi�ed problem. People willagree on what the modi�ed problem is and will agree on whether a proposedsolution is ok.Then we consider logical formalizations of the original problem and dis-cuss which elaborations di�erent formalisms tolerate. Our goal|not achievedin this article|is a formalism for describing problems logically that is aselaboration tolerant as English and the associated background knowledge.However, some logical languages are more elaboration tolerant than others.2 The Original Missionaries and CannibalsProblemThe missionaries and cannibals problem (abbreviated MCP):Three missionaries and three cannibals come to a riverand �nd a boat that holds two. If the cannibals ever out-number the missionaries on either bank, the missionarieswill be eaten.How shall they cross?We call this original version of the problem MCP0.Saul Amarel proposed [Ama71]: Let a state (mcb) be given by the num-bers of missionaries, cannibals and boats on the initial bank of the river. Theinitial situation is represented by 331 and the goal situation by 000.Most AI texts that mention the problem accept this formulation and giveus the solution:331 ! 310 ! 321 ! 300 ! 311 ! 110 ! 221 ! 020 ! 031 ! 010 ! 021 ! 000:3Drosophilas are the fruit ies that have been used by geneticists to study inheritancesince 1910. Their short generation times, large chromosomes and the ability to keep 1,000of them in a bottle make them valuable, even though the Drosophilas of today are nobetter than those of 1910. The utility of suitable Drosophilas for scienti�c research in AIneeds to be emphasized, because of a recent fad for demanding that all research promisea practical payo� on a three year schedule. They aren't getting their payo�s and arelearning much less than a more scienti�c approach would get them.3



If this representation is used the state space has 32 elements some of whichare forbidden and two others are unreachable. It is an elementary studentexercise to write a program to search the space and get the above sequenceof states, and people are always solving it without a computer or withouteven a pencil. Saul Amarel [Ama71] points out that this representation hasfewer states than a representation with named missionaries and cannibals.What more does this problem o�er AI?If one indeed begins with the Amarel representation, the problem is indeedtrivial. However, suppose we want a program that begins, as people do,with a natural language presentation of the problem. It is still trivial ifthe program need only solve the missionaries and cannibals problem. Theprogrammer can then cheat as much as he likes by making his programexactly suited to the MCP. The extreme of cheating is to make a programthat merely prints331 ! 310 ! 321 ! 300 ! 311 ! 110 ! 221 ! 020 ! 031 ! 010 ! 021 ! 000:Readers will rightly complain that this cheats, but it isn't clear what doesand doesn't count as cheating when a method for solving a single problem isasked for.The way to disallow cheating is to demand a program that can solve anyproblem in a suitable set of problems. To illustrate this we consider a largeset of elaborations of MCP. It won't be trivial to make a program that cansolve all of them unless the human sets up each of them as a state spacesearch analogous to the original MCP. We demand that the program usebackground common sense knowledge like that about rivers and boats thatis used by a human solver.We skip the part about going from an English statement of the problem toa logical statement for two reasons. First, we don't have anything new to sayabout parsing English. Second, we don't yet have the logical target languagethat the parsing program should aim at. Progress toward establishing thislanguage is the goal of the paper.The problem is then to make a program that will solve any of the problemsusing logically expressed background knowledge. The background knowledgeshould be described in a general way, not speci�cally oriented to MCP andrelated problems. 4



This much was already proposed in Programs with Common Sense4[McC59]. What is new in the present paper is spelling out the idea of elabo-ration tolerance that was distantly implicit in the 1959 paper. We require aformulation of MCP that readily tolerates elaborations of the problem andallows them to be described by sentences added to the statement of the prob-lem rather than by surgery on the problem. English language formulationsallow this, but the Amarel-type formulations do not. AI requires a logicallanguage that allows elaboration tolerant formulations.We begin with examples of English language elaboration tolerance.3 Some Elaborations Expressed in NaturalLanguage1. The boat is a rowboat. (Or the boat is a motorboat). This elaborationby itself should not a�ect the reasoning. By default, a tool is usable.Later elaborations make use of speci�c properties of rowboats.2. The missionaries and cannibals have hats, all di�erent. These hatsmay be exchanged among the missionaries and cannibals. In all theelaborations mentioned below, exchanging hats is an action irrelevantto crossing the river. There are two demands on the reasoner. Episte-mologically, whatever reasoning that establishes a plan for crossing theriver without the hats should be valid with the hats. This includes anynonmonotonic reasoning.Heuristically, the problemmay not be trivial. Why should it be obviousthat exchanging hats is of no use? Certainly we can make elaborationsin which it is of use, e.g. we can assert that if the smallest missionarywears the hat belonging to the largest missionary, the largest cannibalwon't eat him even if they go together. We can ask for this, however.It should be possible to tell a problem solver: Look for a solution thathas no hat change actions. After that, the reasoner should �nd thesolution as easily as it would if hats were never mentioned.3. There are four missionaries and four cannibals. The problem is nowunsolvable. In ordinary logic, adding sentences that there are four of4http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/mcc59.html5



each produces a contradiction. Belief revision systems ought to makethe correct change. It seems to me that people take a metalinguisticstance, just saying \Change the numbers of missionaries and cannibalsto four", thus regarding the original statement of the problem as anobject. Actually what is regarded as an object is the sense of theoriginal statement, since people ordinarily don't remember the wordsused.Proofs of impossibility take the following form. Choose a predicateformula �(s) on situations. Show �(S0) and (8s)(�(s) ! :Goal(s)).Also show(8s a)(�(s)! Bad(Result(a; s))_ �(Result(a; s))):Thus you can't get out of the situations satisfying �, and the goalisn't included. The simplest �(s) is a disjunction of speci�c locationsof the missionaries and cannibals in the reachable situations, but thisdisjunction is long, and it is very likely possible to do better.4. The boat can carry three.5. There is an oar on each bank. One person can cross in the boat withjust one oar, but two oars are needed if the boat is to carry two people.We can send a cannibal to get the oar and then we are reduced to theoriginal problem. 5 The formalism also needs to admit the reasoningthat getting the oar reduces the problem to MCP0. A formalism usingpreconditions can accept this elaboration as just adding a preconditionand adding facts about the locations of the oars in S0.6. The boat leaks and must be bailed concurrently with rowing. Elabo-ration tolerance requires that treating a concurrent action be a smallchange in the statement of the problem, and this will show the limita-tions of some versions of situation calculus.5It was not mentioned before that the boat was a rowboat. Once oars are mentioned,it is a Gricean implicature that the boat is a rowboat. The philosopher Paul Grice [Gri89]studied what can be inferred from statements under the assumption that the person posingthe problem is not trying to be misleading. That the boat is a rowboat follows, becausethe speaker should have said so if it wasn't.6



7. The boat may su�er damage and have to be taken back to the leftbank for repair. This may happen at any time. This requires thatthe formalism permit splitting the event of crossing the river into twoparts.8. There is a bridge. This makes it obvious to a person that any numbercan cross provided two people can cross at once. It should also be anobvious inductive argument in the sense of McAllester [McA91]. Thisis a straightforward elaboration in situation calculus formalisms, sinceadding the bridge is accomplished just by adding sentences. There isno need to get rid of the boat unless this is part of the elaborationwanted.9. There is an island. Then any number can cross, but showing it requiresinductive arguments. Though inductive, these arguments should beobvious. De�ning the three stages|moving the cannibals to the island,moving the missionaries to the opposite bank and then moving thecannibals to the opposite bank|is an easy three step problem, providedmoving the sets of missionaries and cannibals can be regarded as tasks.Whether the elaboration is easy depends on the original representation.10. Only one missionary and one cannibal can row. The problem is stillsolvable. Before this elaboration, we did not need to distinguish amongthe missionaries or among the cannibals. An elaboration tolerant lan-guage must permit this as an addition.11. The missionaries can't row. This makes the problem impossible, sinceany solution requires two missionaries in the boat at some time. Theformalism must admit the statement and proof of this lemma.12. If the biggest cannibal is isolated with the smallest missionary, the lat-ter will be eaten. A solution to the basic problem can be specialized toavoid this contingency. We have the Gricean implicature that the can-nibals aren't all the same size, and need to have language for referringto an individual as the biggest cannibal and not just language to referto him by name.13. The biggest cannibal cannot �t in the boat with another person. Theproblem is solvable. However, if the biggest missionary cannot �t inthe boat with another person the problem becomes unsolvable. We7



can imagine having to elaborated in the direction of saying what setsof people can �t in the boat.14. One of the missionaries is Jesus Christ. Four can cross. Here we areusing cultural literacy. However, a human will not have had to haveread Mark 6: 48{49 to have heard of Jesus walking on water.15. There are four cannibals and four missionaries, but if the strongest ofthe missionaries rows fast enough, the cannibals won't have gotten sohungry that they will eat the missionaries. This could be made precisein various ways, but the information is usable even in vague form.616. There are four missionaries and four cannibals, but the cannibals arenot hungry initially, and the missionaries have a limited amount ofcannibal food. They can tell if a cannibal is hungrier than he wasand can avoid trouble by giving the food to the cannibal who has gothungrier. This requires comparing a situation and a successor situation.17. Three missionaries alone with a cannibal can convert him into a mis-sionary. The problem for elaboration tolerance is to change a predicatethat doesn't depend on situation or time to one that does. If we useda sorted logic with missionaries and cannibals as distinct sorts, theintolerance might be embedded in the logic itself.18. The probability is 1/10 that a cannibal alone in a boat will steal it.We can ask what is the probability that a given plan will succeed, saythe Amarel plan. The formalism of [McC79a] treats propositions asobjects. Using that formalism Pr(p) = 1=10 can be expressed for anyproposition p. I see at least two problems. The language of propositionsas objects needs to be rich enough to express notions like the probabilityof a cannibal stealing the boat. The second problem is that we need tobe able to assert independence or joint distributions without letting theentire formalism be taken over by its probabilistic aspects. In MCP0,cannibals have to be alone in the boat several times. We can write aformula that states that probabilities are independent by default.19. There are two sets of missionaries and cannibals too far apart alongthe river to interact. The two problem should be solvable separately6\Pull, pull, my good boys", said Starbuck.|Moby Dick, XLVIII8



without considering interleaving actions at the two sites. If the twoproblems are di�erent elaborations, the work required and the lengthof the proof should be the sum of the lengths for the separate problemsplus a small constant.There are N sites along the river with identical conditions. The rea-soning should be able to do one site, or a generalized site, and, with aconstant amount of additional reasoning, say that all N crossings arethe same.4 Nonmonotonic reasoningElaboration tolerance clearly requires nonmonotonic reasoning. For exam-ple, elaborating MCP0 with a requirement for oars adds preconditions to theaction of going somewhere in the boat. If oars are not mentioned, nonmono-tonic reasoning prevents such additional preconditions.However, it is still not clear how to formulate the nonmonotonic reasoningso as to obtain tolerance of a wide class of elaborations, such as those ofsection 3. We propose to use some variant of circumscription, but this stillleaves open what is to be circumscribed.[McC80] discusses several nonmonotonic aspects of the human under-standing of MCP0. They all have a Gricean [Gri89] character. They allconcern the non-existence of features of the problem that should have beenmentioned, were they supposed to exist. What can be inferred from suchcontexts includes the Gricean implicatures. Very likely, the formal theory ofcontexts [McC93] can be used, but that is beyond the scope of this article.Here are a few nonmonotonic inferences that some up.� If there were a bridge, it should have been mentioned. A puzzle problemlike MCP is given in a context.� The river can't be forded, and there isn't an extra boat.� There isn't a requirement for a permit or visa to cross the river.� There is nothing wrong with the boat. In general, when a tool ismentioned, it is supposed to be usable in the normal way.� The group of missionaries and cannibals is minimized. Mentioningthat one of the missionaries is Jesus Christ will include him in the9



number otherwise inferrable rather than adding him as an additionalmissionary. Of course, assertions about him in the general databaseshould have no e�ect unless he is mentioned in the problem.These kinds of nonmonotonic reasoning were anticipated in [McC80] andhave been accomodated in situation calculus based nonmonotonic formalisms,although the Yale shooting problem and others have forced some of the ax-iomatizations into unintuitive forms.The elaborations discussed in this article mainly require the same kindsof nonmonotonic reasoning.5 A Typology of ElaborationsThere are many kinds of elaborations a person can tolerate, and they posedi�erent problems to di�erent logical formalizations. Here are some kinds ofelaborations.adding preconditions, actions and objects The example of the oars addsa precondition to rowing and adds the action of picking up the oars.Several situation calculus and event calculus formalisms allow this|assuming sentences are added before the nonmonotonic reasoning isdone.irrelevant actors, actions and objects Sentences establishing the exis-tence of such entities should not vitiate the reasoning leading to asolution.changing a parameter This is needed when the numbers of missionariesand cannibals are changed from 3 to 4. In English, this is accomplishedby an added sentence. Doing it that way in logic requires a suitablebelief revision method as part of the basic logical formalism. At presentwe must use minor brain surgery to replace certain occurrences of thenumber 3.specialization In one situation calculus formalization we have the actionMove(b1; b2). If there are guaranteed to be exactly two places, wecan replace this action by Move(b), regarding this as Move(b;Opp(b)),whereOpp(b) designates the opposite bank and satis�es Opp(Opp(b)) =b. We regard this kind of specialization as an easy kind of elaboration.10



generalization Some of our elaborations can be composed of an general-ization of the language|replacing a function by a function of morearguments, e.g. making whether a person is a cannibal or missionarysituation dependent or replacing going from a bank b to the oppositebank Opp(b) by going from b1 to b2. Many elaborations consist of ageneralization followed by the addition of sentences, e.g. adding pre-conditions or e�ects to an action.going into detail An event like the action of crossing the river is made upof subactions. However, the relation between an event and its subeventsis not often like the relation between a program and its subroutines,because asserting that the action occurs does not imply speci�c subac-tions. Rowing is a detail of crossing a river when rowboats are used,but rowing is not a part of the general notion of crossing a river.. Bail-ing if necessary is another detail. Getting oars or a bailing can areassociated details. There is more about this apparently controversialpoint in [McC95].m.. . s and c. . . s as actors MCP and almost all of the elaborations wehave considered take a god-like view of the actions, e.g. we send acannibal to get an oar. We can also elaborate in the direction ofsupposing that the actions of cannibals and missionaries are some-times determined by the situation. In this case, it may be conve-nient to use a predicate Occurs(event; s) and let one possible eventbe Does(C1; Enter-Boat). The situation calculus treatment has to bealtered and looks more like event calculus.simple parallel actions If one of the missionaries is Jesus Christ, we cantransport 4 missionaries and 4 cannibals. We get 3 cannibals on the farbank and one on the initial bank. Then two ordinary missionaries andJesus cross, the ordinaries in the boat and Jesus walking on water. Therest of the solution is essentially the same as in MCP0. A missionaryand a cannibal row back and now the remaining two missionaries cross.We then send a cannibal to ferry the remaining two cannibals. Wehaven't tackled the problem of being able to say \essentially the same"in logic.The formalization must permit Jesus to cross in parallel with the othermissionaries so that the missionaries are never outnumbered. This isn'tthe same as having Jesus cross as a separate action.11



full parallelism This is what permits requiring that the boat be bailed.events other than actions The simpleResult(a; s) doesn't allow for eventsother than actions. To handle them we have used [McC95] a predicateOccurs(e; s) asserting that the event e occurs in the situation s. Thenresult(e; s) can be used.comparing di�erent situations This works ok in situation calculus, butsome other formalisms don't allow it or make it awkward. Thus wecan have s <better result(e; s) to say that the situation is better afterevent e occurs. We may also want result(a1; s) <better result(a2; s),comparing the result of doing a1 with the result of doing a2.6 Formalizing the Amarel RepresentationWe use logic and set theory to formalize MCP0 and call the formalizationMCP0a. In this formalization we are not concerned with elaboration tol-erance. My opinion is that set theory needs to be used freely in logicalAI in order to get enough expressiveness. The designers of problem-solvingprograms will just have to face the fact.States = Z4� Z4� Z2(8state)(Ok(state)�Ok1(P1(state); P2(state)) ^Ok1(3 � P1(state); 3� P2(state)))Here Z2 = f0; 1g and Z4 = f0; 1; 2; 3g are standard set-theory namesfor the �rst two and the �rst four natural numbers respectively, and P1,P2 and P3 are the projections on the components of the cartesian productZ4� Z4 � Z2.Note that having used 3 � P1(state) for the number of missionaries onthe other bank put information into posing the problem that is really partof solving it.(8m c)(Ok1(m; c) � m 2 Z4 ^ c 2 Z4 ^ (m = 0 _m � c))Moves = f(1; 0); (2; 0); (0; 1); (0; 2); (1; 1)g12



(8move state)(Result(move; state) = Mkstate( P1(state)� (2P3(state)� 1)P1(move);P2(state)� (2P3(state)� 1)P2(move);1� P3(state)))(8s1 s2)(Step(s1; s2) � (9move)(s2 = Result(move; s1)^Ok(s2)))Attainable1 = Transitive-closure(Step)Attainable(s)� s = (3; 3; 1) _ Attainable1((3; 3; 1); s)Notice that all the above sentences are de�nitions, so there is no questionof the existence of the required sets, functions, constants and relations. Theexistence of the transitive closure of a relation de�ned on a set is a theoremof set theory. No fact about the real world is assumed, i.e. nothing aboutrivers, people, boats or even about actions.From these we can proveattainable((0;0; 0)):The applicability of MCP0a to MCP must be done by postulating a cor-respondence between states of the missionaries and cannibals problem andstates of MCP0a and then showing that actions in MCP have suitable corre-sponding actions in MCP0a. We will postpone this until we have a suitableelaboration tolerant formalization of MCP.MCP0a has very little elaboration tolerance, in a large measure becauseof �xing the state space in the axioms. Situation calculus will be moreelaboration tolerant, because the notation doesn't �x the set of all situations.7 Situation Calculus RepresentationsAt present I do not know how to write a situation calculus formalization thattolerates all (or even most) of the elaborations of section 3. Nevertheless, Ithink it is useful to give some formulas that accomplish some elaborationsand discuss some issues of elaboration tolerance that these formulas present.13



7.1 Simple situation calculusWe begin with some axioms in a formalism like that of [McC86] using a resultfunction, a single abnormality predicate and aspects. This su�ers from theYale shooting problem if we simply minimize ab. However, as long as theproblem requires only projection, i.e. predicting the future from the presentwithout allowing premises about the future, chronological minimization ofab [Sho88] avoids the Yale shooting problem. It is certainly a limitation onelaboration tolerance to not allow premises about the future.Here are some axioms and associated issues of elaboration tolerance.The basic operation of moving some people from one bank to the otheris conveniently described without distinguishing between missionaries andcannibals.:Ab(Aspect1(group; b1; b2; s))!V alue(Inhabitants(b1); Result(Cross(group; b1; b2); s)) =V alue(Inhabitants(b1); s) n group^ V alue(Inhabitants(b2); Result(Cross(group; b1; b2); s)) =V alue(Inhabitants(b2); s)[ group;(1)where n denotes the di�erence of sets.The fact that (1) can't be used to infer the result of moving a group ifsome member of the group is not at b1 is expressed by(9x 2 group)(:Holds(At(x; b1); s))! Ab(Aspect1(group; b1; b2; s)):It's bad if the cannibals outnumber the missionaries.Holds(Bad(bank); s)�0 < Card(fxjx 2Missionaries ^Holds(At(x; bank); s)g)< Card(fxjx 2 Cannibals^Holds(At(x; bank); s)g)(2)and Holds(Bad; s) � (9bank)Holds(Bad(bank); s):(3) Card(u) denotes the cardinality of the set u.14



Some of the elaborations involve restrictions on who can row. All of themcan make use of:(9x)(x 2 group ^Rower(x)) ! Ab(Aspect1(group; b1; b2; s)):(4) The oar-on-each-bank elaboration can be expressed by conjoining to theabove Card(group) > Card(fxjOar(x) ^Holds(In(x;Boat); s)g)! Ab(Aspect1(group; b1; b2; s));but this looks a bit ad hoc.Many unique names axioms will be required. We won't list them in thisversion.7.2 Not so simple situation calculusThe notion of Bad in the previous subsection avoids any actual notion of themissionaries being eaten. More generally, it avoids any notion that in certainsituations, certain events other than actions will occur. We can put part ofthis back.To say that the missionaries will be eaten if the cannibals outnumberthem can be done with the formalism of [McC95].Holds(Bad(bank); s)!(8x)(x 2Missionaries^Holds(At(x; bank); s)! Occurs(Eaten(x); s)):(5) As sketched in [McC95], the consequences of the occurrence of an eventmay be described by a predicate Future(f; s), asserting that in some situ-ation in the future of the situation s, the uent f will hold. We can writethis Future(f; s)! (9s0)(s <time s0 ^Holds(f; s0));(6)and treat the speci�c case byoccurs(Eaten(x); s)! F (Dead-soon(x); s)(7) 15



To say that something will be true in the future of a situation is moregeneral than using Result, because there is no commitment to a speci�c nextsituation as the result of the event. Indeed an event can have consequencesat many di�erent times in the future. The Result(e; s) formalism is veryconvenient when applicable, and is compatible with the formalism of Occursand F . We have:Ab(Aspect2(e; s))^ Occurs(e; s)! F ((�s0)(s0 = Result(e; s)); s);(8)where something has to be done to replace the lambda-expression (�s0)(s0 =Result(e; s)) by a syntactically proper uent expression.Perhaps we can use the result formalism after all. We suppose thatresult(e; s) is a situation after all the events consequential to e have takenplace. We then have one or more consequences of the form! Past(f; result(e; s));(9)and these permit us to refer to the consequences of e that are distributed intime. I don't know how often it will pay to make use of this possibility.8 Remarks and Acknowledgements1. Some commonly adopted conventions in theories of actions interferewith elaboration tolerance. An example is identifying situations orevents with intervals of time. You can get away with it sometimes, buteventually you will be sorry. For example, you may want to say that agood move is one that leads to a better situation withgood(a; s) � s <good result(a; s):2. Elaboration tolerance and belief revision have much in common, but weare looking at the problem from the opposite direction from researchersin belief revision. Belief revision studies have mainly concerned thee�ect of adding or removing a given sentence, whereas our treatmentof elaboration tolerance concerns what you must add or change to getthe e�ect you want. Moreover, the e�ect of an elaboration can involvechanging the �rst order language and not just replacing one expressionin the language by another. 16



3. Elaboration tolerance is rather straightforward when the theory to bechanged has the structure of a cartesian product, and the elaborationcan be describes as giving some components of the product new val-ues. [McC79b] discusses theories with cartesian product structures inconnection with counterfactuals, and [McC62] discusses the semanticsof assignment, i.e. the semantics of changing components of a state.4. Murray Shanahan [Sha97] considers many issues of elaboration toler-ance in his discussions of action formalisms. In particular, his solutionsfor the frame problem are considerably elaboration tolerant. I quali-�ed the above, because I consider elaboration tolerance an open endedproblem.5. I suspect that elaboration tolerance requires a proper treatment of hy-pothetical causality and this involves counterfactual conditional sen-tences. Counterfactuals will be treated in a shortly forthcoming paperby Tom Costello and John McCarthy. For example, we need a non-trivial interpretation of \If another car had come over the hill whileyou were passing, there would have been a head-on collision" that iscompatible with the fact that no car came. By non-trivial interpreta-tion, I mean one that could have as a consequence that a person shouldchange his driving habits, whereas no such conclusion can be reachedfrom sentences of the form p! q when p is false.6. We can distinguish between a formalism admitting a particular elabora-tion and the consequences of the elaboration being entirely determined.For example, the Jesus Christ elaboration could be given alternate in-terpretations and not just the one about his ability to walk on water.This paper has bene�tted from discussions with Eyal Amir, Tom Costelloand Josephina Sierra. It is available, possibly improved, as http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/elaboration.html.References[Ama71] Saul Amarel. On representation of problems of reasoning aboutaction. In Donald Michie, editor, Machine Intelligence 3, pages131{171. Edinburgh University Press, 1971.17
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